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MPI Middle Pennsylvania Chapter Honors Members at Virtual Awards Ceremony

HERSHEY, PA (June 25, 2020) – Meeting Professionals International Middle Pennsylvania Chapter (MPIMP) honored the outstanding achievements of its members during a virtual awards ceremony on June 25, 2020.

Even though the organization was unable to gather in person, over 65 of its members watched the live presentation via Zoom. The evening’s awards included:

2019 Planner of the Year: Mari Killian, Just Shoot Us Now Meetings Management
Killian is a past chapter president, longtime board member and active volunteer. In 2019, Killian helped to raise sponsorship dollars, making a significant positive impact to the chapter.

2019 Supplier of the Year: Kerri Fay, Hilton Harrisburg
Fay is described by her fellow members as a consummate professional whose knowledge and attention to detail helps meeting planners deliver successful events for their organizations.

2019 Outstanding Volunteer of the Year: Valerie Tulli, HelmsBriscoe
Tulli is a hardworking volunteer for the chapter who follows through on tough challenges. She actively serves on the Membership & Special Events Committees and advocates for the organization whenever she can.

2019 Young Professional Rising Star: Kristina Voss, Skytop Lodge
Voss has quickly made a positive impact in MPIMP and is a driving force behind the success of the Communications Committee. Fellow members would describe her as passionate, professional and driven to succeed.

2019 Recruiters of the Year: Cyndy Cosner, Hershey Entertainment & Resorts; Julie Walker, Choice Meetings; and Valerie Tulli, HelmsBriscoe
These members recruited the highest number of new members into the MPIMP family from April 2018 to February 2019.
For more information regarding MPI Middle Pennsylvania Chapter and the organizations upcoming events visit: www.mpimiddlepa.org.

About MPI Middle Pennsylvania Chapter (MPIMP)
The 170+ member-based Middle Pennsylvania MPI Chapter (MPIMP), established in 2008, empowers its members to increase their strategic organizational value through education and networking opportunities. For more information, visit www.mpimiddlepa.org and follow us on Facebook.